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Ezra's Duel with Danger
She had lost more than one friend that way. When Hera assigned Sabine an undercover mission to infiltrate the Academy disguised as a cadet,
Ezra asked why he was not involved in the mission. Help Center. However, before they could make their escape, Ezra began to sense a cold
feeling. Once inside the command bridge, Sabine asked Ezra why he didn't leave. When the commander revealed that he had sabotaged the
control unit, Ezra decided to disable the station's power with his lightsaber despite the risks to everyone aboard. Or tweet at us! The rebels found
themselves trapped between Imperial forces on both sides. Evading the seeker droid and the Inquisitors, the Jedi rendezvoused with Zeb in an
apartment room, but Ezra's presence unsettled the Star Wars Rebels Ezras Duel with Danger since he could sense the teenager's fear, thus alerting
the Inquistors of their presence. Upon arrival, Ezra spotted smoke coming from Tarkintown and took off on a speeder bike to check it out, with
Kanan following from afar. Ezra and the rest of the Ghost crew accompanied her to meet with Cham and two of his colleagues, Numa and Gobi
Glieand after an awkward welcoming, they moved to the mission briefing where Hera outlined her plan to steal the fighter carrier, which involved
using a stolen TIE bomber to infiltrate the starship. Other Books In This Series. Kanan then hurried his Padawan, who was about to make a snide
remark about his master when he suddenly spotted one of the statues moving. Because of Ezra's success in rescuing Hondo, Sato promoted the
young rebel to Lieutenant Commander and put him in charge of the mission. Sure enough, he did so just as Lyste and the others regain their senses,
prompting the Imperials to see if she was all right. When Ezra wondered whether it was wrong for a Jedi to fight or to protect his friends, Yoda
explained that he too had fought for many years but was consumed by fear. During the fight, Ezra used his lightsaber to fire shots at Azmorigan's
henchmen. Safely in hyperspace, the Ghost crew learned from Chava that she did not know the location of Lirasan as it was uncharted and from
an ancient Lasat legend. However, the rebels fought them off and drove them away. See our disclaimer. Read an excerpt of this book! This Level
2 early reader follows Kanan and Star Wars Rebels Ezras Duel with Danger as they learn what it means to be a Jedi, together. Michael Kogge
does a fine job translating the screen to the page. Over the next couple of weeks, Ezra and his fellow rebels became part of a larger Rebellion with
one of these other cells, called the Phoenix Squadronbut Lothal was now under siege. The Mon Calamari in question was said to have just recently
developed the B-Wing Starfighterwhich could break the blockade in one fell swoop. Unfortunately, the three rebels learned that the Black Sun
syndicate had also found the droid useful, and were cornered by the Black Sun agent assigned for the opposing mission, who happened to Star
Wars Rebels Ezras Duel with Danger the symbol's owner: Ketsu Onyoa former classmate of Sabine at the Imperial Academy on Mandalore who
had fallen out with Sabine, and is now working for the Sun to collect EG Kanan carried Ezra to the Phantom and the two escaped from the base.
But as they made their way to regroup with the others, they ran into the Grand Inquisitor. To ensure we are able to help you as best we can, please
include your reference number:. Rebel pilot Hera stars in another exciting Star Wars adventure! Before he could execute Zeb, Ezra managed to
reason with Kalani and Star Wars Rebels Ezras Duel with Danger him that the Clones and Separatists shared a common enemy in the form of the
Empire; the successor to the Republic. The new location was not without problems, as the Rebels soon discovered it to be home to Krykna
Spiderswho abducted Rex. Chris Evans rated it did not like it Jul 26, They eventually found the Sith holocron inside a deep chamber inhabited by
Krykna. Thanks for telling us about the problem. Running on fumes, the rebels arrived at the asteroid belt of where the Guild's Gas Refinery was,
but due to the field scrambling their sensors finding the facility would not be easy. Jul 25, Andrew Bulthaupt rated it liked it Shelves: star-wars. If
he refused, Slavin threatened to execute the two prisoners. Ezra used the Force to snatch his pistol that Rau took out of his hand. While Sabine
and Chopper continued the mission and reached a truce with Ketsu, Ezra evaded the Stormtroopers and made his way back to the Ghost.
Together with Hera, they infiltrated the Twi'lek settlement in a stolen AvA speeder bike. With reinforcements closing in and the hyperdrive under
repairs, Ezra gave his fellow rebels a hand on shooting down the TIE bombers when the returned and attacked, causing minor damage to the
carrier. After successfully opening the top of the cockpit, Ezra hopped inside. Don't miss the exciting conclusion of the Boba Fett series! Recent
searches Clear All. At that point, Chopper emerged and activated the explosives under Hera's orders. This bought the crew time to escape aboard
the Ghost with Ezra and Kanan helping the injured Lasat. Kanan Star Wars Rebels Ezras Duel with Danger instructed Ahsoka to help Ezra.
Following a brief struggle, the four rebels escaped with the medical supplies and back to the rebel fleet. Ezra also used his new green lightsaber to
cut down several Stormtroopers Star Wars Rebels Ezras Duel with Danger were blocking their way out. Luckily, Hera had some good news.
Clark Burnap rated it really liked it Oct 04, Upon exiting the shuttle, the rebels found Rau on top of a hill. With Hera flying alongside the
plummeting structure, Kanan managed to pluck Ezra to safety after convincing Star Wars Rebels Ezras Duel with Danger to have trust in him and
let go of the station. Blast off into hyperspace with these eleven action-packed Star Wars tales! But Jabba the Hutt is not easily While they did not
know how the courier looked like, the rebels were told that the individual would respond to the code phrase: "It's a long way to Alderaan. Just fill
out the form below! After Ezra and Zeb dispatched two Stormtroopers, he signaled for Chopper to join them. Ezra went with his master and Hera



to the ship's bridge and hold its crew at gunpoint, but was informed by their commander that he already contacted reinforcements and was ordered
to stay on the carrier once they arrive. Ezra and Zeb found a crate of them, only to discover they had already been sold to the Empire. Maul then
told Ezra to continue his journey to the temple's obelisk while he went to "help" Kanan and Ahsoka deal with the other Inquisitors. Later, Hera
assigned Ezra to accompany Sabine and Chopper on a mission to pick up a courier carrying sensitive information at Garel City's spaceport. Sorry,
but we can't respond to individual comments. In this fourth exciting adventure in the Boba Fett series, Boba Fett travels to the planet Tatooine to
find Jabba the Hutt—the greatest crime lord of all—so he can become a bounty hunter. Hondo escaped aboard the Phantom with the stolen Star
Wars Rebels Ezras Duel with Danger and Vizago dispatched Ezra and Chopper back to Garel Star Wars Rebels Ezras Duel with Danger an
escape pod. Enter Location. Upon emerging, the Bendu expressed his pleasure that the balance between Ezra and his master had been restored
but warned them that their Star Wars Rebels Ezras Duel with Danger test had just begun. While exiting the apartment block, Ezra commented that
the child was welcome to visit them on Garel, unknowingly letting this comment gets picked up by the Sister's seeker droid.
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